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Thank you to those who came yesterday to celebrate True Parents 57th Holy Wedding Anniversary. It 

was wonderful to see you all as a family. Thank you again and have a wonderful day! God bless you! 

 

Even though we were thousands of miles away, it felt as though we were there together with True 
Parents. True Mother was radiant with love, beauty, and words of truth. We are determined to share True 
Parents with the world - beginning with our tribe. Thank you True Parents! 
- Andy & Lydia Compton - 
 

Dearest True Parents thank you for thank you for your heart to complete Heavenly Parents will at all 
cost. I realize every day that the price of living is greater than I have ever known. We fall down so many 
time but when we look up you are still there. Like a giant of love and victory you are there. With all my 
heart I pledge we will do it! We will save the nation and the world. Please rest True Mother you can trust 
us we will do it! We will win the world and testify to you forever more. True Mother we love. You can let 
your heart free we will win victory for 2020. As I listen to Apple Heaven my heart fill with new 
determination. I will love every thing in this world for True Parents. 
Aju! - John Jackson - 
 

 
 

Restoring Adam and Eve has always been the crux of fixing everything that’s wrong about our world and 



 

 

about our lives. So there could be nothing more valuable than the very marriage blessing that achieves 
such a goal. I was so happy to share this celebration with our local Las Vegas family. 2 points were 
especially satisfying. True Mother’s words are just so filled with clarity and resolve. I also noticed 
another quality to her words that is impressive to me: the calmness and steadfastness, never rushed, 
never forced, never wavering, and always to the point. A second really, really gratifying aspect of this 
evening was the local attendance. There were so many second generation family members there. It felt 
like 80% were 2nd generation. While maybe the actual number was closer to 60 or 70%, I imagine 
Heavenly Parent always expected mushrooming new generations to fill church events and gatherings. As 
we know this has often not been the case, so tonight’s atmosphere was especially sweet. My gratitude is to 
Heavenly Parent and True Parents. And for their representatives who make heavenly things happen as 
well. - Steve Pierce - 
 

 
 

Being at Cheon Hwa Goung to celebrate the 57th Holy Blessing anniversary was a precious and deep 
experience. It was the first time for me to visit IPEC as I came to attend the High Noon Summit. We had 
the opportunity to have a guided tour of Cheon Hwa Goung by Rev Ken Doo. I had a profound 
experience of being in the last home of out True Father in the USA. I was moved to read how True 
Parents declared in that property on April 14th 2012 that True Parents had fulfilled the perfection of 
their messianic mission and that True Mother had been raised to perfection 

 

In this context I felt more connected than ever to True Mother as my mother and became more resolved 
than ever to be united with True Parents for the sake of national restoration 

- Pierre Beauregard - 
 

 
 

 


